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Preface

I. Aesthetic Framework
In tribal markings, poet Jerri Beck traverses political, racial, social, and familial boundaries from
the Qualla Boundary—an Eastern Band of Cherokee Indian territory—and through to other parts
of the South. It was by first reading Beck’s tribal markings, with its distinctly structured
sections, thematics, patterns, and finish, that—when paired with the series of poetry and form
classes I took—led me to consider that text may be regarded, read, and critiqued as artifact—
specifically as a doubleweave basket similar to the Cherokee image of basket weave pattern on
the cover of Beck’s book. I have also come to regard my own manuscript as strands of a
weaving, influenced by work in the magazine industry, which presents itself in format,
punctuation, dialogue, space, and image—toward what I hope is an enriching narrative
experience.
My manuscript’s title poem, “Calving” (59) combines the use of these materials into a
narrative, which I hope can function both as salvo, and as a sort of primer to the larger themes of
women’s relationships to others, and to the body. The poem’s couplet form mimics the duality of
those relationships: narrator and merchant; merchant and patron; husband and wife; father and
daughter; and pilot and passenger. I use punctuation deliberately here, especially with em dashes
as spaces before and after, to emphasize important asides or mimic action—such as the insertion
of a light into an orifice: “And how once she accidentally dropped a flashlight into the outhouse /
hole — and for a day and a half before the battery died, tiny // stalagmites of shit were lit from
the bottom up. We laugh together” (59). Here too, image and body are connected through the
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function of laughter—a physical reaction I consider daily as I am married to a stand-up comedian
who has also passed his wit and timing along to our wild and wonderful child. In “Calving” (59),
two women laugh conspiratorially. Other times in this manuscript, laughter is a genetic trait as in
“City Wall Park, Beijing” (15). Sometimes laughter is uncomfortable, as in “Interview: Jackie
Lee Clavell, Son of Goldie Lee Clavell” (61), and always the laughter serves as body dialogue or
language as in “My First Publisher” when “she would laugh in Chinese / characters felled from
her lips” (28). I hope, too, that the dialogue of the narrator to oneself (in italics) and to another
character (pilot) in quotation marks moves the narrative along toward the final journey, in this—
a story of a father and daughter taking complex flight. Here, a daughter is trying to understand
how marriage and mothering works, as much as she is also trying to separate herself from her
father as the glaciers fall into ice. It is an act of defiance, unity, and surrender—and ultimately to
an end that harkens toward the laborious process of separation.
Because so much of my poetry deals with such separation, the characters of my poems
like their own glaciers effacing into ice, it feels even more necessary to turn to technical ways to
weave these characters splitting apart. So, I turn to the idea of poetic basket weaving, as Beck
does, to simultaneously hold together—and traverse—my own racial, social and familial
boundaries in what has become this manuscript’s poetic femistory.
In this preface, I will highlight other readings and poems that further illustrate this basket
weaving technique in which I imagine the river reeds, or the materials that encompass the works
of the poems herein, to include: 1) em dashes, 2) forms of narrative point of view, in
conversation with narrative self, and in dialogue with others, 3) fill-in-the-blank styles, 4)
enjambments that can break the line, and the sentence, towards sexuality, 5) mixing of mediums,
and 6) poetic images of the female body in separation, and in unifying collision, with other
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bodies. It is my hope that these materials, once fitted together, become a harmonious artifact that
harkens to Beck’s exploration of racial, social, and familial boundaries.

II: Aesthetics: Materials As Weave

— Em Dash —
These dashes—or parenthetical punctuation marks—may be used to set off extraneous or
additional information and may take the place of marks such as commas or parentheses (Purdue
Owl). I first learned to utilize them in magazine writing as an insertion between two thoughts and
have found that they also work well in poetry to interject asides, emphasize breath and space, and
separate or unify image and thought.
I have long loved the poetry of Emily Dickinson and Anne Sexton in which the em dash
plays a major role—in fact, I often think of these marks as Emily’s Dashes. In The Breath of
Emily Dickinson’s Dashes Ena Jung examines their usage:
In a letter to Emily Fowler (Ford) from perhaps the early 1850s, Dickinson
comments on a dash that precedes the letter’s opening statement, which she refers to
as “an empty blank”:
—
I wanted to write, and just tell you that me, and my spirit were fighting this
morning. It isn’t known generally, and you must’nt tell anybody. . . . . That is’nt
an empty blank where I began - it is so full of affection that you cant see any - that’s
all.
xi

(L32)
The above excerpt reveals Dickinson’s awareness of the very possibilities
involved in writing a dash and the paradoxical materiality in representing
emptiness. (2)
In “There’s a certain slant of light” (87), a poem with 16 lines, Dickinson uses 12 em
dashes with spaces in between to punctuate word and image. The opening of the poem introduces
a “slant of light” that “oppresses” and calls to mind a shadow that has appeared, either of body,
mind, or spirit. Two em dashes punctuate the first two stanzas, three the third, and there are four
in the last stanza: “When it comes, the Landscape listens — / Shadows — hold their breath — /
When it goes, ‘tis like the Distance / On the look of Death —” (87). The dashes might represent
movement of light, air, distance, and breath. The dashes might represent the insertion of the
“oppressive” body or thought that comes. The dashes might also represent hesitation and
movement, or both.
Anne Sexton uses dashes in a similar fashion throughout her works to emphasize the
voice of the body. In “Menstruation at Forty” (137) she uses em dashes to give breath and
breadth, space and silence to narrative and things unsaid. “Well then — / speak of it!” and finally
at the end of the poem the passage of time to illustrate when she has lost a child. Between the
dashes she weaves image of love and loss, and ends with: “All this without you — / two days
gone in blood” (137).
In this thesis manuscript, as in Dickinson’s writing and as in Sexton’s, I hope that I have
shown that the “empty blank” is indeed—and I use this turn of phrasing tongue-in-cheek—
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pregnant with possibility: pause and breath, penetration (piercing) and separation (calving), but
also union.
In “Turkey Creek Fall” (2), the manuscript’s opening poem and one of the first usages of
the em dash, the mark falls between the final “spectacle” of two girls standing and “holding
hands in a river basin.” The dash serves as separation between the position of standing and the
action of holding hands. The dash inserts itself between the two girls; it is a mark of separation
but also of unity. It is a place holder between girlhood and womanhood, and it is a distinction
between male and female. I strive for the em dash usage here, and throughout this manuscript, as
a punctuation mark rife with meaning that can successfully navigate relationships and the spaces
between as no word ever could.
In fact, I use the em dash in nearly every poem thereafter. In “Tweety Bird” (17), a poem
about familial and sexual bondage, the dash is used to represent anticipation and separation and
action and inertia. It becomes both a wanting and a waiting that navigates the spaces between sex
and silence. Its insertion in the second stanza serves as separation between what is happening in
the text, and the possibility of what has happened outside of the text: “I was early because—
well—you don’t wanna be late. I did that—once.” The mark here invites the reader to join in
flights of fancy, imagining what might have happened to the narrator during a previous
experience.
Notably, sometimes, as in “Black Box” (30), there is purposeful space and breath before
and after the mark. In the aforementioned poem, the dash mimics the space and lift that is
happening in the work, especially near the end of the poem. Most often, however, there is no
space between these em dash asides—as in the last poem in the manuscript, “Slicks” (67), where
xiii

the em dash might illustrate time and transition between past and future, girlhood and
womanhood. The punctuation mark inserts itself as a phallus between the two and invites the
reader’s gaze—both on, and off, the final page—to child’s body, magazine body, and the body of
work.

_____ Fill-in-the-Blank _____
Because I have been trained as a magazine writer for over a decade, it makes sense to me
that space finds its way into the works of this narrative. Inserted herein are placeholders or fillin-the-blanks that harken to children’s Mad Libs or crossword puzzle clues. If the em dash is an
empty blank filled with opportunity, then the fill-in-the-blank placeholder is loaded with even
more possibility. It asks more of the reader than mere textual interpretation in that it allows space
for—and even demands—audience participation.
In “Mad Lib Elegy,” poet Ben Learner uses a fill in the blank as part anaphora at the end
of each stanza: “I’m going to my car. When I get back, / I’m shooting everybody.” // [line
omitted in memory / of _____!” And, Learner’s poem begins, “There are starving children left
on your plate. / There are injuries without brains” (Poetry Foundation). His first lines call to
mind the adages that parents tell their children: Clean your plate; there are starving children in
the world. If you don’t stop, you’ll injure yourself. Don’t you have a brain? I can confirm I’ve
heard, and even used, similar phrasing now that I’m a mother; after all, in child rearing we often
conjure our parents, whether by design or not. Learner pokes fun at these parental adages by
turning such figurative phrasing into literal images, resulting in a darkly humorous turnabout by
the poem’s end.
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In my early manuscript drafts, “Tweety Bird” (17) was the only poem that incorporated
these fill-in-the-blanks. I had used the blanks to lend a sense of secrecy and legitimacy to the
work, to play with the author / reader relationship, and to ask that the reader be a willing
participant in filling in some of the narrative blanks. However, as I began to curate the poems
and consider the use of image to tie the manuscript poems together, I began to consider that
punctuation such as em dashes could similarly bind the poems, and I found spaces where I could
utilize these fill-in-the-blanks to highlight relationships, lend legitimacy, and illustrate the spaces
between audience/reader, text/subtext.
In Triggering Town Richard Hugo notes that “...the majority of words in any poem are
public—that is, they mean the same to writer and reader” (14). But what happens when you leave
it up to the reader to decide the fate of the word in the work? For example, in my poem
“Memorandum Regarding 20-week Sonogram” (49), an incident report detailing a 20-weeksonogram, the spaces signify withheld dates, times, and names of persons involved in the
detailed event and juxtapose the revelation of the baby’s sex, which was the thing that was
supposed to be withheld. And, though, initially, the names were redacted for privacy purposes,
the blanks work to lend legitimacy and structure to the poem and to the work as a whole. Too,
they literally leave space for audience participation in the naming of the office administrator, the
doctor, and the date of the event. And, in the naming—the audience member, _____, becomes
complicit in the event.
“Postcards from the Burbs” seemed another perfect spot to add these blank lines. The
series of poems was inspired by participation in Poetry Postcard Fest—an annual communitybuilding effort that links global poets who agree to write 31 poems between July 4 and August
31 each year onto mailed postcards to other participants. In a similar fashion to other poems in
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the work, the fill-in-the-blanks are meant to lend secrecy and legitimacy and allow for audience
participation. The act of writing postcards to strangers creates a context that can technically
demand reader participation.
I have also, inspired by marriage and motherhood, used these fill-in-the-blank lines to
detail interruptions of life. On the topic of motherhood, in a 1997 NPR Fresh Air interview with
Canadian author Alice Munro, Terry Gross asks about a quote from Munro’s story “In my own
house.”
Gross: I’m thinking of a quote from one of the characters in your stories that
spoke to me as a parent. In “In my own house” you write: “I seem to be often
looking for a place to hide sometimes from the children but more often from the
jobs to be done and the phone ringing and the sociability of the neighborhood.”
Munro: I wanted to hide so that I could get busy at my real work which
was a sort of wooing of distance parts of myself.
Gross: What form did that wooing of distance parts of yourself take?
Munro: You know what it is? It’s just sitting and looking at the wall or the
window usually with a cup of coffee going cold beside me—it’s not really trance
like or anything like meditation. My word for it to the children, to my husband is:
I’m thinking. (Fresh Air Archive)
Like the use of em dashes, these blanks are meant to feel like interjections or
interruptions. In marriage and in motherhood, as Munro notes, there are inevitable interruptions.
During the typing of this paragraph alone, my supposedly slumbering son has called to me no
less than three times for myriad reasons, while his father sleeps—or perhaps feigns it—while I
am at work wooing the distant part of myself that is poet as much as she is mother. Being a
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mother, particularly a working mother—a laughable phrase since motherhood is as much wonder
as work—and a writer at the same time means interruptions of life and narrative. There is a
constant search for the balance and harmony that is so perfectly created in a basket weave
pattern.

Breaking the Line to Find Sexuality Beyond the Sentence
Contemporary female poet Sharon Olds has carved out a specialty niche in poetry
anthologies and held a special place in my UTEP studies—and thus in influencing my works and
words. In The Father Sharon Olds employs the body as form, function, and image. It is my hope
that this may also be applied to my own poetic compositions and ultimately to this full-length
thesis manuscript project.
In the title poem “My Father,” Olds uses many line breaks such as the ones recounted
below to push the poem, and thus the reader, to imagine and envision sexuality beyond the
sentence, beyond the page. Olds uses this enjambment play to create complexity, and tension, in
the poems and in the work. Olds uses this enjambment to explore the mythos of the two main
characters in the work. Olds uses these structures to call to mind aspects of sexuality that move
beyond or precede procreation. Olds might also do this to call into question the nature of the
sexual relationship between the father and the daughter, the imagery stretching the gravity of the
poem.
This dual line meaning that might lead to a hyper-sexualized reading of the relationship
between the father and the daughter occurs in the poem “Death” (53). Olds writes, “I was bent
above my father as he curved up, / and when he died I wanted him to rise up / into me or me to
climb down / into his body, we were like two baskets / ripped at the sides which could now be
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woven together.” (53) The first line might be read as bent over in / with caretaking or prayer.
However, it also calls to mind the sexual act of sodomy. When read in conjunction with the
second sentence, both meanings still apply. Death could be an orgasm, or it might mean the
father’s literal physical death. Too, it might be a spiritual death. The idea of bending above
someone as they curve up, and a wishing for them to be inside of you, is obviously a sexual
desire, but a spiritual desire also lifts here. The bending down might be as if the body is also in
prayer, and soaked with the desire for the father rise up, a Christianity analogy for desire to be
possessed with Holy Spirit. This also makes sense with the capitalized title of the book and the
use of the article The rather than My, or A.
In “Target Practice” (11), I’ve employed structure and enjambment to take the story
beyond the sentence. Here “come” simultaneously represents orgasm, coming of age, and the act
of drawing closer:
who appears at “Palais Royal” and stands close enough to come
between you and your father.
And, in “Black Box” (30) —
Why, years later, will we remember this?
A silent move on some street in suburbia.
An upturned father and downturned son.
In “Intermission” (13), a final example, the line breaks work a pattern to call to mind the
breaking of a someone both sexually and emotionally during a silence that was simultaneously
welcome and unwelcome:
He breaks
the silence. You know we liked
your last girlfriend. What was her name?
I hope that my works mimic the work of Olds with these enjambments in that they create
dual line meanings, particularly with regard to body and sexuality. As a Southern female, I was
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raised to be demure and silence my sexuality. In a world where I felt, and continue to feel,
silenced, these line breaks are a way to present the story one way while presenting a dual
meaning between the lines and defy and rattle my Southern roots. The line breaks also become
ways to explore relationships between people that have been silenced or disjointed. As in my
poem “Calving,” in “Intermission” (13) the line breaks reflect my absent father with whom I
have long bouts of silence that is always filled with words I would like to say as we are both
looking at a woman and discussing her.
No one was more surprised than I was when during the course of writing this thesis, after
fifteen years of identifying as a lesbian, I fell in love with and married a man. In the line breaks,
particularly with the character of my father, I explore my own sexuality, especially with women.
After coming out, my family—my father—did not wish to discuss my sexual identity, so these
line breaks often point to the disjointed sexuality and the silence that comes from it. These
breaks also reflect the true disconnect between my oral and written skills. Years of verbal abuse
from my mother taught me that silence was best; thus began the rift between my oral skills and
my written skills, which is reflected in the line breaks throughout the thesis. Through abuse, one
often learns to be silent on the exterior, while the interior burns.

Mixing Mediums: A Recipe for Harmony
—Form in Poetry and Prose
When I began the UTEP Online MFA Program in 2013, I had recently procured a job
teaching undergraduate business communications at a local university. I often tell my business
students that poetry studies influence nearly every aspect of my writing, and I point to business
professionals such as Wallace Stevens who were also poets. What I also didn’t realize until I
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started formulating my critical opening and thesis, however, was that after nearly ten years of
teaching email, letter, and memo writing—and through my pursuit of a UTEP Technical &
Professional Writing Certificate—was that the structure, language, and even the form of business
writing has also, and of course, influenced my poetry and prose.
In addition to business writing, the epistolary form had a profound effect in my thinking
about poetry. Natasha Trethewey uses this letter format in her book Bellocq’s Ophelia. In
“Letters from Storyville, December 1910,” the main character, Ophelia, writes to her friend
Constance: “Dearest Constance” / I am not out-of-doors as you feared, and though I’ve had to
tuck the blue, wool suit / you gave me, I do now have plenty to eat...” (12). In these first few
lines of the letter, we learn that the character, recently moved, is both hiding and revealing
something about herself, and her body. This is notably the first time in the book that we learn her
given name—Ophelia. Trethewey writes, “Ophelia is the imagined name of a prostitute
photographed circa 1912 by E.J. Bellocq, later collected in his book, Storyville Portraits” (6).
Through letters to her female counterpart, the narrator can reveal in confidence what might not
otherwise be stated.
Once, when I told a woman that I taught business writing, she said, “Oh, so you teach
people to be disingenuous.” I have long considered this comment and how technical writing
might sometimes seem devoid of emotion. Thus, I purposefully incorporated some documents
that were meant to do just that—present the facts but also the emotion behind the facts.
“Memorandum Regarding 20-week Sonogram” (49), for example, is a memo written to my
OBGYN’s office staff after the sonographer identified the sex of our child without my
permission for her to do so. Both the text and the subtext, the latter of which is often talked about
but never revealed in business documents, is clearly laid out in italics within the memorandum. It
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is a form through which I am, if only in this poem, able to reclaim my agency with verbality, and
of knowledge of my own body—the italics a space of explicitness in which I allow myself in the
lyric that my source will not allow me to name aloud in my life, even to redeem my past
experiences.

—Form in Manuscript
Jerome Rothenberg writes in Poetics and Polemics that, “Nathaniel Tarn has spoken of
ethnopoetics as the ‘intersection of poetry and anthropology in our time.’ Conceivably any
culturally-based approach to poetry or any poet’s poaching on the anthropological territory
would make it under this definition” (132). It is my hope that the body of this work in its varied
forms and formats, such as memo and photopoetics, also encroaches into this territory through its
form and through its structure and function.
Marilou Awiakta’s novel SELU: Seeking the Corn-Mother’s Wisdom, which might be
read as an instruction manual for living in harmony, first challenged my Western sensibilities of
what a book should be in that the genres of fiction, non-fiction, poetry, and folklore were mixed
into one text. This combination illustrates the idea of harmony and its importance in Cherokee
history and thought. Why couldn’t poetry, fiction, non-fiction, and folklore exist in the same
space? I further considered the premise of structure and function upon studying anthropoesia and
photopoetics with UTEP professor Tim Z. Hernandez. It became important that my own work
also incorporate and weave anthropoetry and photopoetics into this final manuscript.
One of the foremost examples of Antropoesia is Renato Rosaldo’s anthropoetic work
titled The Day of Shelly’s Death. In his 2013 work, the poet and anthropologist explores one
important day in his life—October 11, 1981—through the eyes of himself, but also through
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others’ perceptions of him. Through illustrations, photographs, and of course, poetry and prose,
Rosaldo explores the last day in the life of his wife and partner, Shelly.
Here, too, as Awiakta and Rosaldo have done, I have incorporated a mix of forms
including interview, prose, poems, and photography to explore function of family and harmony.
For example, section two opens with the prose “The Nursery” (40). The work was inspired by a
UTEP writing prompt to describe a room. As a former homes editor and new mother, it seemed
obvious I should include descriptions of my son’s nursery—formerly a place for sex and storage,
transformed into a place of silence and waiting, and finally one of life and wailing. Also included
in the manuscript is an interview with my father on his mother. I thought it important to give
voice to the father; however, my mother, the mother, perhaps a stand in for all women, remains
silent.

—Form in Image
In this poetic work, body and image are indelibly tied and such a central focus of the
work that it seemed natural to incorporate photographs. In her book On Photography, American
essayist and activist Susan Sontag offers, “An event known through photographs certainly
becomes more real than it would have been if one had never seen the photographs—...” (21).
Rosaldo’s work is an excellent example of this, as is Just Us by Claudia Rankine. In
“outstretched” Rankine writes that: “We must travel through a cloudy veil to arrive at a human
object. / Whiteness is in the way of seeing. We can barely. Hold on to what’s / being approached.
I think about what it means to soften an image, / as in its memory, as in its future memory” (87).
On the adjacent page, Rankine features an image that has been flooded with whiteness. It is
difficult to discern, though there are trees, a building, and “a black woman at the center of things
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who lives amidst the whiteness.” (87). Her illustration adds to the conversation here, and I have
tried to do the same both in poetic image and in photographic image.
Having worked in the magazine industry, I’ve created camera work with highly stylized
images—perfectly placed fruit and flowers, pillows that are chopped down the middle for the
poignant billow. I purposefully chose images here that are real—rather than the slick and
retouched professional images seen in many magazines and social today. For example, the diary
on the table is not stylized and perfect; there are scratch marks on the table featuring the
pregnancy stick; and Mother Mary in her cloistered alcove is a little untouched and dark.
The first appearance of a person is in the poem is my father; in “Your Father” (24) he is
holding the author as a child shortly after her birth. The mother is never featured in the
manuscript, and the author as an adult is never shown. However, another picture of her as child is
featured in “October 1, 2016: A single girl’s field guide to a wedding day” (36).
The images that accompany trips do not feature the travelers but rather objects seen,
including female dancers. And, the last image is of a plane on still waters, which is meant to be
reminiscent of the pregnancy stick, the slick of the glaciers, the slick of the jewelry, or the slick
of sex. The plane is without flight, without movement, and is either ready for take-off or
landing—full of potential and also silence, while floating on a body of water.

III. Poet as Weaver
Initially, I had proposed a chapbook length creative work focused on travel poetry that
would possibly be interspersed with photo-poetics and prose; the work was tentatively titled The
Piercing, which is now the first chapter section. The title—The Piercing—would, I thought,
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work on a myriad of levels. The piercing first referred to a title poem, which on the surface level
explores a nipple piercing and its subsequent infection and extraction. On a deeper level,
however, the piercing refers to father/daughter and mother/daughter relationships, the poet’s
sexuality, and her burgeoning adulthood and subsequent coming out. Too, the word calls to mind
the phallus, giving birth, and even the breakthrough of an internal/external veil. And, finally, the
title calls to mind the piercing of Saint Sebastian, my son’s patron saint. Though the thesis title
has changed, the idea of piercing, particularly as it relates to sex, love, birth, and death, is also
incorporated in other creative works throughout the manuscript. I have done what Helene Cixous
writes in her essay “The Laugh of the Medusa” that women should do: “Woman must write her
self…” (875).
Upon closer examination of the parcel of works and under the careful tutelage of
dissertation director, UTEP Professor Sasha Pimentel, and, upon extensive editing and curating
of the poems herein, the first section of the book kept the title The Piercing, and the thesis title
was assigned the title Calving—also the second part of the work. Calving—a word which can
mean the shaving off or separation of ice from a glacier or ice shelf but also the time leading up
to a cow’s giving birth (Merriam Webster). Ultimately, this was a more fitting title for the second
section and for the entirety of the works herein, which deal in body, breaking, cycling, and
birthing on multiple levels. As Cixous also notes in her essay, “…women are body. More body,
hence more writing. For a long time it has been in body that women have responded to
persecution, to the familial-conjugal enterprise of domestication, to the repeated attempts at
castrating them” (886). —So much of my body is explored out of necessity within this actual
body of work, and my first few drafts nearly came to the end of my thesis without the use of
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photographic image, but as I wrote my preface, it became clear that I needed to go back to my
original idea and present or weave in images along with narrative of body.
Typically used for storing and carrying, it’s notable that the aforementioned Cherokee
doubleweave basket is actually two baskets in one—one inside of the other (Cherokee Phoenix).
And, by all accounts, the laborious weaving process creates a final pattern that is not only
aesthetically pleasing but is strengthened by the labor-intensive pattern (Cherokee Phoenix).
—At first, I thought the two sections as detailed above were separate; however, the more I
thought about it, they ended up in conversation with one another, as two sides of a doubleweave
basket. The result is this final constructed manuscript that is a piercing of, a separation of, and
also a return to the body—as writer, as mother. In fact, I often use the mother as a metaphor for
female body, which is split and penetrated, while the father is both present and silenced and
separate. I both invite in and traverse the silences that stretch through the narrative, which are
woven together through the use of form and function to, hopefully, create a harmony between
father and daughter, husband and wife, mother and son. And perhaps it is here—and only here in
this manuscript—where I am able to finally find the weave of balance, as it perhaps does not
exist in my own life—but only on the page.
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I. THE PIERCING

1

Turkey Creek Fall
Pinson, Alabama, 2011
Come help me look for crawfish, you say.
It’s the first time you’ve seen me
in a suit, and I pull at the fabric too
near my stomach while wading the shallows,
currenting toward you with my net.
Above us, picnic children surf the sluice,
teenage boys jump rocks, girls speak giggle
and weave in and out of sun spot rocks
like cats—their hair braided into fish tails.
Below us crawfish hide and seek in muck.
Sometime around noon, a small thunder cuts
the current of children, sleds down the water
toward us on floral vinyl floats. It’s not a clap,
but rather, the soft sound of a thud like Gallagher’s
mallet hitting melon from the front row.
And then, even the warblers are silent.
We look up toward the falls where a young
man lies, wrapped in water from the waist down.
His head pillowed on a boulder fresh in bloom.
Como se dice the rubble is burning?
I let my stomach jiggle as I flag down a car,
waving my hand like a floated beauty queen,
and we watch the medics load the merman
onto a stretcher—his tail now split to two,
hand flopping off the side, grabbing for air.
We watch the ambulance till there is no more
Spanglish and even the water seems quiet
as you wrap my netting hand with yours.
We stand there—the spectacle of two
girls holding hands in a creek after the fall.
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Measure
I hear they measure the ocean
by looking at the ear wax of whales.
Layers of continents they have navigated,
chemical spills they have swum, swallowed.
Once, I watched Nikki _____’s mother
clean her daughter’s ear with a cotton swab.
It was an hour before her thirteenth birth
day in a big bathroom with starlit blubs,
crystalline hot air balloons, small
and circling the mirror like swallows,
one just on its way out, blinking like
Nikki’s beauty queen of a mother
who swept her daughter’s horse tail
up and off her Nutella neck, and I thought—
this must be what it is like to be a mother;
this must be what it is like to be a daughter.
Her mother gently pulled the cotton, Trousseau
taking the measure of her daughter in wax,
while the starry bulbs circled—that one still on its way
out, click, blink, extinguish—a bioluminescent signal.
And downstairs we could hear the first of the birth
day guests arrive, calling to one another like whales.
We’re mostly grown now, and Nikki sends me a message.
She’s a writer, an editor, a curator of a collection
of essays titled ______ about women on the subject of
shades and skin. I still have memories of being 13 and losing
you as a friend, she says. I learned that sometimes breaking
up with a girlfriend is way worse than breaking up with any boy!
I follow her now. The trajectory of her career. Pictures she posts
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of her family traveling the world. I settle on one. She’s with her
daughter in India, arm-in-arm, smiling at the sun, in front of a street shop
of tapestries and weave, and I think: This is what it is like to be a mother.
This is what it is like to be a daughter. —I hover. —I click.
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To A Street Bomber
Birmingham, AL 2013
This morning, drawing back the window
sash, I find a full-grown community
garden of paint blossoms on the stoop.
Neon green and pink vining up the cement
cracks, fresh and leggy tendrils ending
in what else but your name—Moist.
And last week you bombed our city street
for the fifth time this month, got the school
house lit up with sick extensions and a color line
up that licked the building up the down side
with what else but your name—Moist.
You street poets are lucky. Everyone reads your work
and everything is a page: library book returns,
electrical boxes, transit stations. Your name holding
up the side of any building. Hell, I even saw it on the
back of a pew. Can’t even pray without having to wet
your name on our lips—Daze Roke Moist.
As a child, I bet you crayoned the walls soon as you
learned how to write your five-letter word. Just testing
the waters at first. Then, went on to bigger things
like schoolhall lockers and the empty community pool—
all so you could dive right into a concrete of nothing
but your name. And now our town looks like the inside
of your girls’ thighs. I’ve seen your flicker account, hermano. I’ve seen the pictures you post. I’ve seen the rat
cupped ‘round the spray paint can, and I could tell you
posed him just like that. In some alley you took time
to wrap his little arms and legs around the Kryon
can—a sacrificial freaking lamb just for all the likes.
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Power Plant, Butler Ohio
The power plant is lined with pickle jars stuffed with sun
shine rays tapping hot tentacles against glass in Morrissey code.
In the ground, the meters read we’re low on moonshine,
so workers are out in full force, hat rims raking the fields.
The plant drive is lined with telephone trees fanning branches
of colored coral—wire bloom coal that drops in summer
gathers round the roots like sturdy chanterelles to be gathered
and sold at high-end quadrangle restaurants with violent-starch linens
and green apple wine. The collection agency is sending out notices
written on papyrus stones of butterfly wing, and the spaces in between
the rotating power outages are strung with light strands bobbing
as oyster markers caught in a while wale’s weave. And you my dear,
even though you go to work at an orchard, don’t be surprised that
every day your mother will pack an apple in your lunch pail.
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Appetite
At the butterfly house, our big-bellied guide
says Lepidoptera lay eggs on plants
so caterpillars can come out eating. He shows
us a weighted leaf with dark circles under its ribs.
In third grade, Kendil Eli _____ broke her leg falling
from a tree. Once the cast was off, she came out
eating. Across the cafeteria I watched her drown
her tater tots in milk, dunk beets in creamed corn,
thinking I should break my leg too, but no matter
how I jumped or hit my shin, my femurs remained
fortified like the stones of Jerico, my skin
and bones a walled city, keeping invaders out,
casualty in. So, I stopped eating, discovered it felt good
to faint, and it’s better not to be seen or just be seen small.
Years later, when I came out of it, I came out
eating, deposited, still with an appetite for breaks.
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Kimchi Jar
You warned me how it would be
before we met
your father for the first time,
how he inhumed
kimchi jars around the farm—
how the house smelled of cabbage
rot—a holdover from Korea
where he fell in love with a woman
who boiled swallows’ nests, marinated crab,
knocked her meridians with palms still wet
from work. All he could do was bring back her
recipe, now two feet down floating, amniotic
with cabbage, a red and green expulsion a little like the inside
of our suburban home
at Christmas. We open windows to let your father’s house
breathe. The sheers work like an apparatus,
—inhale,
—exhale,
and you tell me as a child
you learn to bury things too,
—we search beneath the porch for an old lunch box—
baseball cards, an action figure, and later
a silk cloth, a pair of green embroidered stockings, love
letters. Sweating in the ground,
I think we are not so different.
I too know what it is like to keep things,
entomb, ferment.
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He Slips
It was two days before your father finally spoke
to me. I was conjugating Spanish verbs, yo soy
tu eres ella es, at the kitchen table, while your
mother fingered the shell of her hard-boiled egg,
slipping pieces ‘round the saucer like runes.
You were in the living room with your father,
matching golf shirts on opposite ends
of the chesterfield—you reading the paper,
he working a puzzle, the silence spread
between you two like a needlepoint.
I asked you for a pencil, one of your mechanicals
I would accidentally on purpose forget to return.
Here, take this one, he said, surprising us both
without ever looking up from the Sunday cross
word. What’s a six-letter word for pencil-ends?
Here he extended the pencil and went back
to the important work of checking and rechecking neat boxes of black and white,
maneuvering the spaces between.
While in the kitchen your mother sips the last
of her blackberry tea and taps the dregs—
a Morse code only her daughters can understand.
Your father, finished, clears his throat, rattles
the paper, and everyone on cue rushes to get up,
out the door, and off to church to crowd close in the same pew.
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She Slips
The first time I was alone
with your mother,
we were by the bay,
a linen spread
between just us
girls listening to surf.
Your mother peeling
a hard boiled egg,
sipping blackberry
tea from a thermos,
and you were out,
golfing with your father.
I made a note
to tell you, now I see
what you mean
about her tapping.
Constant. Fingers.
Feet. How once her
sandal came close
to leaping off the pier
during a tap dance.
When she finally spoke
to me, her painted toes
punctuated almost each
syllable: “When the boys are back,
we’ll make pimento cheese.”
And then, “Oh!”“Please,
don’t tell her I said that.”
She stilled
to her feet
her face flush, eyes wild
behind cat-eye frames.
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Target Practice
I.
The first time a woman touched you
was on the train in Paris.
No one told you not to smile or stare
or that your Printemps scarf would mark you as easy—Americanne.
You are too busy noting provincial metro life, bright
people like poppies striving between steel ties,
To notice the things you should—
the trellis-thin boy with the spirit-gum mustache
who appears at Palais Royal and stands close enough to come
between you and your father,
or the man watching across the aisle,
double stitch suitcase, bowler
balanced on legs set wide as a hand-painted limoge
box unhinged to dry.
The thin boy puts one hand above yours, close enough
to pinky swear on the fingerprint slick pole,
and for a time you two slow dance sway
to the stop-start metro-music.
You notice when he backs into you, calculated, close enough
to smell lavender soap on his shorn-swan neck
You notice your scarf suddenly tight against your carotid
and that your breasts are surprised at the call to attention —
your stepmother’s cry, “Get your hand out of his pocket!”
in sweet Georgia pine-speak more foreign than
this figure your age, ass pressed to your front, balancing
back against chest while one hand dips into your father’s
distracted pocket as Next Stop, Musee du Louvre, is announced.
With a well-orchestrated exit, the pickpocket is off with his maker and
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your father checks his pocket while in some café the thief’s father looks over his
thief’s pockets mourning the missed cache from today’s pick.
Over une tasse du café, maestro looks over his bowler and
says to prodigy: “Mon voleur, mon piquer, son I never had—
The girl was easy.
Elle est facile.
But you lost sight of the mother. Ouvrez les yeux.
The cache was in her keep. Every bulge is different.
Learn to distinguish.
Apprendre a faire la distinction.”
II.
Years later when you smell lavender, remember small details
—the pickpocket’s ears pierced with gold
small hoops, how that shirt was torn at the seam and too
tight, a wide tie meant to cover small breasts like yours.
How arm-in-arm with the bowler, the thief looked back at you just once
with interhited wide-set, hand-painted eyes.
You remember the pickpocket’s push as less invasive, a welcome
fodder, and you feel something more than surprise
when you think of the thief—her dressing as him,
him undressing to her.
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Intermission
Café Flamenco, Madrid, Spain
During intermission at the flamenco concert
my father leans over and cuts his eyes,
nods toward the table to the left and says,
Do you see the butchy haircut on that girl?
I look. I am quiet; he is quiet.
In the silence, we take in the stage
—a blue feather listing
at the stage lip,
a handful of silver
sequins, a drop of sweat,
two empty accompanist chairs — black resin reverberating
still with Spanish cord, scuff marks from stamped fire, thrilled tempo.
I move a glass votive back and forth in a half moon water ring.
I am thinking about what he said.
He is thinking about what he said.
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He breaks
the silence. You know we liked
your last girlfriend. What was her name?
I open my mouth
in response, the guitar begins,
the dancers align.
At the table to the left,
the girl with butchy hair moves closer
to her partner, sister, daughter, friend?
Of course I saw her. We’d already sized one another up.
You do that when you walk into a room.
The way I guess straight men take in straight girls.
I’d already considered the way her fingers pressed her glass.
Now that my father is older, he says whatever is on his mind.
After tapas, the waiter asks him,
How would you like your steak?
Dad laughs like a school boi and responds,
I’ll take it titty pink.
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City Wall Park, Beijing
Where you are is night,
and I have missed the moonflowers.
Here the morning spreads before us like paper
swans shaken the city loose their creases.
Outside City Wall Park, my father and I stroll
past men moving air with their hands
and women knocking their meridians,
and the tour busses have not yet come
to rumple the hair of the flat top
grasses with exhaust.
Sometime in the night a Chinese Trumpet Creeper
Campsis grandiflora
flower has worked loose her mother’s tendrils
and ballooned our path.
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My father surprises me by picking up this small,
orange and yellow-throated bugle.
He played Reveille in the Navy, and
I think he may try to play it,
but instead of putting it to lips shaped like mine,
he wears it on his finger like a hat.
(insert laugh)
Here we laugh
for different reasons.
(insert laugh)
Here we laugh
with the same deep spirit.
He wiggles his finger like a puppet
says, “When we were little, we used to do this,
—pretend we had long fingernails.”
I help him pluck four more a quick flower manicure.
This is the joy of remembered cross-dressing before we are told
that we are made of spirit and id, Xs and Ys.
This is the stuff that wakes us when the summer is still
sprawled, before the seasons have flown from us,
ballooned, and yellow-throated and dropped in our path for Reveille.
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Tweety Bird
The best beating I ever had came from this domme __________
in __________ who served me water from a Tweety Bird glass.
I was early because—well—you don’t wanna be late. I did that—once.
And I was standing outside her apartment kicking around
this worn spot speckled with paint peels, moving them around like
___________, and she comes to the door in these purple yoga pants.
So she sits me down at the kitchen table, shakes out one of those
puppy pads to cover a slashed vinyl chair and tells me, “Sit.” So I do, man.
And she asks if I want any water. And I nod my head.
She walks over to this cabinet, slow, pulls out this Tweety Bird
glass that takes me back to childhood. She’s got a serious set of ‘em.
She sets the water on the table in front of me, on this water ring, says, “Stay.”
So for a long time, I’m just looking at that ring like maybe it’s a tree
you can cut wide to count the years. And that bird and that water.
—You can see a lot of things in water.
My dad was a painter. Signs mostly. Sides of buildings. You know he did the _________.
In his spare time he painted women, and I used to sit for hours, watch him dip
his brush, swirl the water, and sometimes after, I’d sip it, to see if the colors would swirl like that
in me, maybe make me bright.
They didn’t. But I was always waiting, and I took plenty of pisses
against walls and sidewalks watching for my pee to come out
like that painter water all dripped with color.
Anyway, she goes into this back room and makes me wait. I guess
that’s part of it. And I’m looking at this water. Thinking about that time me and you
_____________, and I’m thinking about my dad. And before I can even hear her heels,
I see the ripples in the water. It’s this old place with creaky floors where everything is
movement. And these small ripples reach out out out to something bigger and brighter, making
rings, pressing up against one another, tiny waves lapping up against
Tweety’s bright yellow pock-marked ass.
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The Piercing
At Saint-Émilion my father and I get in line
behind an auburn-haired girl
with poured-on jeans and the outline
of a maxi pad nestled unapologetically
beneath her ass. I think of the princess
and the pea. I think of my friend Melanie
who started T and couldn’t stop
looking at tits and ass. If my father notices,
he doesn’t say. My mother wouldn’t have let me out
of the house like that, though we all bleed
one way or the other. Some guys are into that.
Some girls are into that.
It’s called earning your red wings.
You’ll have to think about it;
I am not going to explain. Once,
I got a nipple ring because I read an interview
in Curve where Dorothy Allison says,
I guess it was serious when we put them rings on.
I put one in her left nipple and she put one in my…
For a long time I wanted to be Dorothy.
For a long time I wanted to be anyone
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but me. I had that ring for ten years,
till infection set in. Apparently
the body rejects things over time—
metal, people. So I went to a doc in the box,
and the doc says he’s never seen a nipple ring
before and can’t figure out the extraction.
He tells me once he pulled a roach out of a man’s ear—
as if that makes up for this failure.
I had to go to the tattoo parlor to get it
out. The guy released it in an instant,
and we had a good laugh about the doctor
and degrees and how things turn. But I miss having it
in class and meetings. Beneath a three strand
of pearls and sweater set from Talbots or Brooks
Brothers, so no one knows it’s there, but maybe
someone senses its unapologetic outline—wonders
whether a mother let me out of the house like that.
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Tangle
The only lesbian in Shanghai works at the silk factory,
which isn’t a factory at all but a mandatory stop
on the Shanghai city tour. A trade opportunity for pretty
things, nice bathrooms. The only lesbian in Shanghai stretches
silk across a mattress form with three of her coworkers.
I know her by her muscles under the raw silk men’s shirt
she is swimming in despite the six fish clasps across the bodice.
I know her by the way she scans the audience and settles on me.
She does this twelve times a day so patrons can see
how bedding is made in Suzhou. Everyone works the stations:
the evolution, the hatchery, the market, the tea.
She shows cocoons and washes worms and pulls at string
and sells bedding, pajamas, scarves. Upstairs there is a café
with purses, chopsticks, shirts. Some people just come
for the standing toilets. At lunch, she eats smiles and swallow’s nest
soup and knocks her meridians and laughs easily
behind her hand during tours. The only lesbian in Shanghai
sells a pair of silk sheets to a wanna be writer from Alabama,
the only other woman with short hair and whiskers. The only
lesbian in Shanghai sleeps on high-count silk sheets, on a
futon in the family room of a downtown diner. When she leaves
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for work, she leaves behind a sheet tangle that smells of silk
and wings and dumplings and worms and buildings and ash.
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At the international terminal,
my father and I are waiting to board a plane
to Mexico when three dark girls
stroll by arm wound in arm, one’s shirt
translucent as the wings of a honey
bee, straw-beaded-hat askew. Maybe coming,
maybe going. My father says he remembers
Aunt Alice worrying whether or not to wear gloves
while she traveled. But these girls,
he says, didn’t even bother to cover their...
I imagine Alice, for whom I was
named, a penny tucked in her shoe
as the peso in mine. Her white
train gloves tucked neatly into her snap
brocade purse, the gentle hemline wave
rolling just above her knee, back seam of her hose
showing as she walked arm wound in arm with E, with M,
down the train terminal while some man like my father
shakes his head reminiscing about the times
when women’s skirts were proper long and covered their…
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Open — A Trust Building Exercise to Play with Your Mother in April, 1976
Open your mouth,
says your mother. She is a siren on the split-log stairs. You do as you are told. Outside tastes like
an acre of trees and ivy and pine straw. And sometimes in spring, a lone crocus. Inside tastes like
avocado appliances, green shag carpet, and a screened door where you are able to stretch out in
the sun in an oversized white shirt.
and close your eyes,
You don’t remember what she was wearing, but you imagine it was something like the
scrapbook pictures you have seen. A red bandana wrapped around her head, gold-rim glasses, a
plaid halter-top. Your father had long hair, a mustache. The kind of 70s fashions that you see
now in your classroom when you instruct your own patreons to participate—open your mouths.
and you’ll get a big surprise.
Inside your child’s mouth you feel a soft bristle. You open wider. Your eyes. Shocked. Clamp
down without meaning. Your mother has stuffed a dandelion into your mouth. When you clamp
down, she pulls out, and you are left with tiny, stiff remnants of seed. You spit. Spit. Spit. Spit.
Again. She laughs. The laugh is your laugh, though you won’t know until you are older.
Someone said, We do not remember days. We remember moments. This is your mother in a
moment. At the beginning in the backyard garden of your childhood home always always always
feeding you the wrong things.
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Your Father
tells you he threw away the crib finally
because he’d given up hope of you ever having children.
What he means is that he’s still disappointed you dated
women for 15 years, even though he claims an open mind.
Your husband almost doesn’t tell you about the text
your father sends that says, Thank you for saving
my daughter. What he means is that before he thought
you were going to hell. Now he thinks you’ll go to
probably purgatory. When you walk into the nursery,
your husband is singing Elvis songs to your son, and
you want to text your father that you didn’t need saving,
that you need no penance for pussy, that at least your husband won’t sleep
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with his secretary. But you don’t say any of those things, do you? And anyway,
a water oak felled during a storm would have taken the crib out with the garage.
And it’s funny, not funny, when your father takes his computer to the only
apple store in the perimeter and drops it off with your first ex-girlfriend.
You just can’t make stuff like that up. And, of course, she sends you a text
and waxes about the times both good and bad and in between. And you
think of this one time she gifted you a caterpillar for Christmas.
How you watched it eat and grow and cocoon and then hatch with delight.
You let it free that winter, released it at night into the woods behind the apartment,
too cold to survive even a mild Southern snap like ours.
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Lessons in Longsword
After the break up
you take to the longsword
and get a Rush tattoo.
I admit it is attractive to think of you
working your sadness by dashing.
After the break up
I push myself into work.
Though it is difficult
when there are so many episodes
of Game of Thrones to watch.
The first time in fifteen years
I try to date a man
has ended in Rush
and sharp objects—needles and dragons.
Not so different, I think, from losing a woman.
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On Misreading Sharon Olds’ The Bra During Eve Ensler’s V Day Charity Zoom Event,
Beloved Community Church, Birmingham, Alabama
I don’t think anyone noticed
that in the nineteenth line
I left out Acteon.
How long did Olds hunt
the word before she put it down?
Once, a woman I loved undressed
in the other room and forgot
to pull to the second door
while she changed into her dress.
Though, I told her I didn’t see,
I confessed to a poet;
now it’s a joke between us two.
He sends me a voice memo
with the word over and over—
Acteon, Acteon, Acteon.
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My First Publisher
She’d lord over us ten-year olds,
though she wasn’t much older,
with her slick hair hung over
a slight shoulder and white jeans
tight as the straps on her clogs.
At the afterschool day care
we worked an assembly line:
One person to fold paper,
One person to wet edges,
One person to tear pages,
One person to bind with brads.
Bind your books tight, work faster,
she’d hiss, and we did because
she could read two Nancy Drew
novels at once and do splits
in crotch lace-up Vanderbilts.
She put me in charge of words.
Write what I tell you to write:
“What did Cat say to Dog?”
and she would laugh in Chinese
characters felled from her lips.
Once, she took me home with her.
We ate astronaut ice cream,
while she let me watch her
practice writing Chinese:
woman, cloud, wind, water.
When I grow up, I’ll be
a neuroscientist, she said
and showed off her collection
of prized unicorn statues
riding stacks of Nancy Drews.
Now, I picture her as a doctor
lording over her spotless staff
hissing work fast, bind tight;
some nurse in the corner struck dumb
with love as I am back then.
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My Potential Lover Carries a Flashlight in Their Left Pocket
after Levine
I don’t miss your light these days, but years ago,
I’d gotten so used to carrying you, that when the
power went out on First, even the Mike’s Pawn Shop
sign, and the halogens in the stairwell blinked dead
as I was walking up the three flights to the loft,
I reached for your hand. Autonomic. Response.
To fish for the flashlight in the bottom left pocket
of your cargo pants, next to the Sharpie and
half used matchbook. A flashlight has so many uses—
more light in the closet, determining whether
that shirt is black or navy, red or rose, searching
for a nail in the carpet, or what’s on the other side
of that bathroom glory hole. When I finally made it
to the top of the dark stairwell, through the loft
and to the fridge, I fumbled for the three magnetic
tap lights you bought me when you couldn’t
be around. Three tap lights placed in the shape of Orion’s
belt. You said: Three Kings. Three Sisters.
Alnitak, Alnilam, Mintaka.
I finally gave them to Lovelady. Packed the lights in a black
garbage bag along with clothes, a hair brush, cat toys.
An acquaintance of ours told me that you recently
tattooed yourself with three pinpoints, two on each cheek,
one on your forehead. Orion’s belt. They might be
mistaken for a zit, a sharpie mark, but it makes absolute sense
you’d have permanently marked yourself with that belt.
You know if you’d asked me, I would have done it for you—if I could.
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Black Box
You and I are flying
down this residential street
in a hurry to get somewhere. I don’t remember why,
but I remember when
we get there, you say, Look!
and point across the street.
Otherwise, I would have missed this
supine fellow — bespectacled on a bed
of green blades, sacrificing his offspring
to the sun — the way that fathers do
in their front yards.
This is how you airplane,
Superman,

lift.
elevator

Past take off, the son flies, arms extended,
trusting that the parent’s legs, though shaky, will give
time to explore the air between his toes
and the extension of his arms, which is the same
length as his five-year-old body without
the weight of worry or the worry of weight.
In the car you and I can’t help ourselves
but step into the skins of our childhood.
You tell me later you were thinking
about your father. I was remembering my mother’s face
when she discovered her white ostrich boa
left out in the rain on the picnic table.
Why, years later, will we remember this?
A silent move on some street in suburbia.
An upturned father and downturned son
in a spotlight of sun and green and sky and day.
No takeoff, no landing, everything around us
in a moment of suspension and lift.
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Settling in the New House
I always thought I wouldn’t have to do this
alone
last night I dreamt I pulled a wild onion
from my thigh,
—uprooted,
and I imagine the previous owner
so tall she filled up ceilings
last night I slept on the cabinet tops,
in that awkward space between craft
and nothing
I swept the crawlspace for clay,
to kiln, made a sugar glaze from my breasts,
used my hair to sweep the ceilings,
anointed them with oil
On cleaning I find
a moth’s wing in the curio,
a slug’s silvered trail on the red mud planks
This floor is a river bed
the molding the banks—
I will swim in between
From the new porch
I hear the quarry air
horn blow at two and four,
the Crestwood train at ten
last night I dreamt I tried to fit a child’s locks
into a too tight tiara
shaped like a shell
I’ve been watching too much
today, I will weed wild onions
from the back plot and fill the iron skillet
(cured) with tea rose heads,
the kettle with eggs, and last
set my π apron strings with rollers — and let loose the wild curls.
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23 (W) 15 (O) 13 (M) 1 (A) 14 (N)
—a cut and paste poem using A Room of One’s Own
Was that what women hummed at luncheon parties before the war?
My heart is like
A ROOM
OF
quiet quadrangles
My heart is like
Tennyson and Christina Rossetti — two edges wild and open
ONE’s OWN (now won) boot-laces a
singing
bird.
It is strange how a scrap of poetry works in the mind.
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TouchingStrangers
This photographer Richard Renaldi
takes pictures of strangers
touching
strangers.
People posed like dolls with heads on shoulders, hands on cheeks,
en promenade, forced intimacy
with someone from the street, the bar, the park.
So all of these people are touching,
but in a place like New York,
so it is always someone they can never see again
if that’s what they want.
This morning, I watched two Brush Footed butterflies circle one another
And I thought, what would happen
if I touched you now?
You called once, from school,
described this project where you had to touch a bag of bones.
What I mean is the bones were in the bag,
and you had to identify
the round, the reticular,
sacrum, mandible, rib, phalange, hip.
You said it made you think of me, wonder,
what do I look like now?
The archeologist in you wants to know
you say, too quickly,
How my body that you once knew
changed from girl to woman.
I described to you how my hips have filled,
how my breasts have blossomed.
Our breath grew thick over the line.
But that has been years.
Now I am soft,
even less
full
of angles,
lessened, delighted
the breaking has begun
They say the tissue does at 40.
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I read that you were married in a museum
I read in an article how
you said the broken bits don’t matter
the arrowheads, the pottery.
What’s interesting, you said to the interviewer, a stranger, presumably
who touched you, straightened your tie for the spread, dusted your shoulders, propped you like
an artifact against the table.
What’s interesting,
and here you should picture me
sidling up to the paper,
is when we see the relationship
to each other in the ground.
Here,
I close my eyes.
Think over your bones
Pretend we are touchingpretend we are touchingwe are
touching.
Strangers.
Consider the butterflies, whether they connected, blue to black, apex to costa, feather to wind
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Prescribed Fire
Because we didn’t want the first time
to be in the back of my father’s Buick,
we choose a hill overlooking the field burn.
Years later, I hear on NPR that they are burning
Sequoias, and I feel you again
on top of me while the stars swallow their weight in space.
Our way back down, the truck hits a fawn,
softly though so her legs just wobble,
and she swings her dizzy head this way
and that before bounding toward the thick
of the campus. We debated telling.
an authority. But who would we tell?
I went back once.
You say you went back, too.
With your daughter _____, to look at the deer and the undercarriage
of a particular tree on a particular hill, which didn’t look
like anything special, and the fields that had
now all grown up around her.
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October 1, 2016: A single girl’s field guide to a wedding day
Exactly the sort of thing a wanna-be poet would notice
on her wedding day. Not the bright blue of the sky or
the hopeful cadence of clouds, or even the hint of fall,
but the Common Alabama Butterfly—
she’s downed on her way to Mexico,
and I almost don’t go to the church after I find her
on the porch flapping against painted red
cement next to the coffee stain that looks like a peninsula or a Tardis.
There’s that moment of indecision,
whether to brain her or just let her be,
until she just isn’t.
I pick her up,
let her wings brush against my palm four or five times
until they leave my palm glittering with an eye shadow swatch.
And I leave her finally,
nestled in pine straw
within reach of the milkweed
at the edge of the yard.
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For days or more I thankfully forget
and when I finally remember to look,
she is there, still.
I fold her in between chapters
of The Wide Sargasso Sea
until I can decide—
what to do with her remains.
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It is thirty-nine years before a man teaches me
how to properly pronounce this thing my body
does each month (a discharging of blood).
He and I are are driving home through Indiana sky,
past barns shedding skins (secretions
and tissue debris from the uterus).
past corn silos lined up like shiny thimbles
and cows grazing under “Abortion Stops Beating Hearts” signs
(that recurs in nonpregnant breeding-age primates)
He and I are listening to Stephen King’s Carrie
as read by Sissy Spacek who pronounces
the word menstruation but without the u.
The u is silent?
(in females at approximately monthly intervals)
He finds it irksome I ask and turns on me,
(No, but I find it irksome
I am silent.
that you use the word irksome.)
Until we have phone service to see
the only thing we can do is listen
to Spacek and the wind from the gap
in the rear window we can’t roll up
that slaps against the seatbelt dangling
where a previous owner’s car seat might have been—
the last prom streamer caught in an industrial turbine.
Back home, I go on a menstration/menstruation mission.
I survey friends. Find out five out of seven women agree
that our mother and her mother before her and her mother before
taught us this word without the u, so it must be right,
our collective wrong.
Back home, he thinks it funny,
finds an audio pronunciation of the word,
occasionally, randomly presses play,
so the canned British gent on Webster pronounces
it just so and over and over, and the way, five
out of seven of us learned is silenced—
\ˌmen(t)-strü-ˈwā-shən, \ˌmen(t)-strü-ˈwā-shən, \ˌmen(t)-strü-ˈwā-shən
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II. CALVING
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The Nursery—

In October my bulging belly finally convinced your father—as no amount of hen pecking
would—to relocate his comics and collectibles to the butler’s pantry and paint the nursery. / I
wish I could remember which color blue I chose. I told myself I would remember this, along
with every other little detail. (Later, your father will say it was intelligent blue.) / Your father and
your Godfather, Uncle Kevin, painted the room and drank beer and told wrestling stories and
laughed and left one or two white spots around the crown molding and baseboards, which I
thought better of pointing out. / Uncle showed your father how to work the drill and installed the
rods and hung the white Umber panels I bought at Bed, Bath, & Beyond. Your father pouted a
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little. As Uncle is fond of saying, Michael knows his way around a toolbox—literally. But he
finds industry in other things. / Your cousin Kayla and I put together the mail order Wayfair
Jenny Lind crib to the tune of Girl Power. Your grandmother Nana later observed that your
father’s crib, still in Natchez, was just the same style as yours, only yellow. Your grandfather
Mr. Jack later observed that your mother’s crib, now in an Atlanta, Georgia landfill, had been
held in the garage for many years and finally thrown away unceremoniously. / One of the new
crib panels was broken, so I had to order another. The broken panel, now in a Birmingham,
Alabama landfill, was thrown away ceremoniously. / The bookcase, having had a very different
kind of life before us, had been in the bathroom when I moved in three years ago, and never
having found just the right replacement piece, I never threw it out. Instead, I used leftover
nursery paint to refinish the three-tiered unit to house your books: largely gifts from Auntie Jeni
in Raleigh after her boys grew out of them. Pat the Beastie. The Pigeon and the Hot Dog. I’ll
Teach My Dog One Hundred Words. I sometimes wonder whether you will like to read as much
as your father and I and which ones you’ll finger and whether one day you might pass them
along to your own children. / There is industry in nesting, and worry too. I remember worrying
constantly about the mold on the bathroom ceiling. / Along one wall, onesies are strung along a
clothesline and tacked with clothespins—shower gifts from Aunt Lisa and Aunt Alison. A threetiered shelf and changing table in the Jenny Lind style was rescued from a neighbor. The little
girl who owned it before watched mournfully from the window as we left. Though she hadn’t
seen it in the three years it sat in her parent’s basement, she had never loved it so much as when
she had to let it go. / Atop the shelves, a giraffe lamp and a broken giraffe piggy bank from your
mother’s nursery. The shade had long been lost, so CatCat looked for the right shade for months.
The Louisville, Kentucky nursery that raised your mother was orange and yellow with a
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smattering of giraffes and other circus animals. I’ve never thought to ask why. / The first two
things I bought for your nursery were a wooden blue dye cut mobile with sea characters and a
nearly two-hundred-dollar tummy time mat with animals that could perform all manner of tricks.
The octopus could crinkle her crinkle arms, the turtle could mirror you with her mirrored surface,
the starfish could squeak at you with his squeaker, and so on and so forth. / We settled on a loose
nautical theme. Your father says that he chose the theme. Let’s go with that. He wanted me to
tell you that, “We settled on a loose nautical theme because the only horizons you have are the
ones you put on yourself and this world is open to exploration.” You’ll find that your father is a
romantic and a storyteller. / Our friend your Auntie Amy fell in love with an Australian and gave
away nearly all of her Atlanta apartment, including a plywood King Sea Monkey she gifted to us,
and we to you. We thought you might have a sea monkey theme, but I found it difficult to
decorate the nursery with only sea monkeys and tiki. Though you’ll find your father fond of tiki.
/ So we went with stars and boats and anchors and space men and swimming and waves and
planets and blue and white. / Sometimes at night, atop the Millennium Falcon bedding—a
NextDoor find for seventy-five dollars that smells like attic and lavender—on the full that’s
missing the antique wrought iron frame that was my grandmother’s that your Uncle broke on
painting day that I thought better of mentioning, I listen to you breathe in the stars and planets
and blue and white and whales and boats and space men swimming and out the waves and
starfish and turtles and giraffes and exploration and horizons.
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AnteI’m sure I was pregnant once
before.
Right after, I felt this catch. A gasp. A glitch.
And later, my breasts ached as they have only ached once
before.
The test was negative. And then three months later,
it wasn’t. But this was all
before
you.
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Stick
Pensacola, Florida
We watch the Angels
maneuver toward one another
in a collision course,
then turn last minute.
The crowd oohs and ahhs.
Some moments just stick
with you, says my father.
He tells me that he wouldn’t tell
his wife though he still remembers
the first time he saw my mother
try on maternity clothes. He grows
quiet, traces the neuron fire of that life time ago in a disappearing jet stream. Ahhh.
I remember the moment after squatting over the stick,
sitting on the front porch, wand in hand, orchestrating
heat lightning, broken by the roar of a 747 engine overhead
from the nearby airport. Knowing that this was the last moment
your existence would ever be a secret between just us. I took deep breaths,
steeled myself for the telling, for the speaking you into existence.
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Label
Mrs. Eugene Clavell • 302 Fountain Street • Connersville, Indiana
Him: Write me a marriage poem?
Me: Ok. But it might not be what you think.
When he is finished, there is nearly nothing left of her
name. Just had to give it some elbow grease! he says
and shows off the Bakelite dish now devoid
of your grandmother’s name plate. Month three,
and this is the first time he has done dishes since moving
in with his comics and DVDs and three TVs.
He says he’s loosely adulting now. But how can you tell
him it’s not all you had left, but it was something
from when women put their names on covered baking dishes
and took them full of hot casseroles made from fresh garden
vegetables they grew themselves in Victory
gardens to weddings or funerals or bingos, and they all wore
aprons, and they all got their dishes back right and clean?
In your kitchen, he is still scrubbing, and he tells you
a story about his first job as a dishwasher and how
he finally quit when the owner broke a plate over
his own daughter’s head. Mr. Chang’s Vietnamese floated
all around him while his hands were deep in suds, and
he learned that you can’t let sauces cake because
the delicate plate design fades and he learned you get yelled at
in Vietnamese, Toi se nho dieu do. It was his first job, his first witnessing
to the breaking of a girl. He tells you he tells you so you will
understand how sometimes we hate the things
at which we are best. So you don’t say anything but that you love
him and that the dish looks cleaner than it has ever been
(because you really never scrubbed that spot)—
spotless as a marriage bed.
After the dishes, the Bakelite drips beads in the strainer
and his hands are red and water pruned and the remains
gurgle down the pipe, stick a bit in its craw before it goes down
smooth. Under your house, in the galvanized pipes, small scrubbed paper
particulates float like motes, and the water finds its way.
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Conception
After I tell him how I’ve broken myself
in the confessional, and the priest tells me about Kintsugi,
art of repairing pottery, broken, with gold.
They say the pottery is more beautiful for being broken,
más hermosa
that it is the art of holding together precious scars.
preciosas cicatrices
God the pottery. Man the frame. Broken bits weighted
with precious and metal. Confession: the conception
wasn’t all fireworks, trains in tunnels. In fact, it wasn’t
memorable at all. In fact, I didn’t even record it in the app.
sin registro
How can light and hope come from something desolate?
concepto tranquilo
How can movement come from lying so very still, making
yourself so small, waiting for something to happen?
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18.4655 N, 66.1057 W
Working the links to our online baby registry
is the same as navigating the streets of a foreign city.
I’m deciding on diaper genies thinking
about the last time Amy and I were in Puerto Rico,
when our stomachs were flat and we easily heeled
three flights to our small and sticky room. Burp
cloths. The orange stucco one with the heaving hotel sign
and the make shift rooftop spa where we got naked
enough to see the city blinking, whole, and light. Pacifier.
The one in between pressed streets with Club Nocturne
just round the corner, so in case you got too drunk,
you could always find your way—where the bathroom
cost a dollar and the straightener 25 cents. Teddy bear.
I miss those days when my hair was the only thing Receiving
blankets straight about me. Now, I’m distracted by the devastation.
By the picture of the mayor wearing her NASTY t-shirt. Which,
of course, reminds me of us and how we just took off for that
trip, without responsibility, because we didn’t have husbands
or kids, or anything to ground us but freedom of choice. I’m
registering for items I’m not sure I need when the city has no
water, no food, no clothing. San Juan is torn and stitched and she,
like us, must be open — just enough to give over to the will of God.
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Heartburn
for Sebastian Finn McCall, born January 2, 2018
I know what she’s doing when she angles the mirror
at the foot of the bed, softens me with coconut oil,
and peels me open, so I can see the diadem of black,
a lure to Keep pushing, keep pushing. See, he’s almost
here.
For months, I am only able to sleep in the living
room recliner, a broken brown leathered piece I
resented when he first moved in. The only place angled
enough to make the heart burn bearable. Funny how
much one comes to love a certain thing, learn its curves,
the way it moves with a body—
enough to cradle hold our heat all night.
Women freely offer advice and ask to touch
my belly. One tells me carrying low means boy.
Another looks longingly at my discomfort, says she
remembers well that heartburn means a hairy babe.
Looking at his crown of hair does the work.
I push…
I imagined the burn would go away after. But when I eat
chilidogs on a Thursday, he spits up all the next day.
I post a picture, say I am happy despite the spit up, and find
a spare moment to recline in his chair, find a company
in Chicago that will craft charms from breast milk
and locks of baby hair.
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Memorandum Regarding 20-Week Sonogram
To: Peggy _____, Office Administrator
CC: Dr. Wendy _____, Partner at ______ OBGYN
From: Alicia K. Clavell
RE: INCIDENT REPORT: 20-WEEK SONOGRAM
Date: September 1_, 20__
My husband and I agreed not to know the sex of our baby. As I understand it, this information is
located in our patient file. We had relayed this information to our doctor, Dr. Wendy _____, on
several occasions and also to the staff at Dr. _____s’ office. Though we had several chances to
learn the sex of our baby, at each turn, we declined the opportunity.
A blood test confirmed your sex at twelve weeks. Two blood vials separated—one for
you; one for me. I thought we thought it would be fun for you to be a surprise. (You were you
know.) After all, how often do you get to be surprised, truly surprised, in life?
This information was also relayed to our ultrasound tech at the beginning of our 20-week
ultrasound on 8/21/2017.
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The tech looks young. But everyone looks young when you are (AMA: advanced maternal
age). This is the first time we saw you. Really saw you. Your feet, your arms, your head, your
profile, the butterfly ventricle maw—opening and closing to the rhythm of your strong, sound
heart. 140 beats. Right in the middle of the wives tale–high for a girl, low for a boy. Could be
either. Or. Either way, we cried for joy, fear, exaltation at your existence. And we called you
Pepper because you were as big as a peppercorn.
Unfortunately, upon leaving the ultrasound office, my husband, excitement getting the best of
him, stuck his head back in to confirm the baby’s sex with the ultrasound tech. I was halfway
down the hall, so I was not privy to the conversation; however, as I understand it, she obliged his
question and confirmed the sex of our baby with an affirmative head nod.
After, the affirmation we fought for weeks. That is, when we were speaking. I prayed. A
lot. Once, late at night, I found your father crying at the kitchen table. A blanket over his
rounded shoulders like a shroud. That’s when I finally started to forgive. It was a week after the
incident when he came clean. And we fought from the church parking lot to the Publix lot to the
couch until a silence settled that was somewhat worse than the words.
I understand my husband put your ultrasound tech in what must have been an uncomfortable
position, and for that, I sincerely apologize. However, though I am not familiar with your
professional policies on such matters, I assume there must be professional policies against
revealing the sex of the baby, especially when both parties have entered into a prior agreement
and this information may be found in their patient file. (Though I am sure parents change their
mind about learning the baby’s sex, it would seem as if consent from both parties would be
policy or warranted or at the very least be a professional courtesy.)
If your father existed before, he would have been a snake oil salesman. Your father is a
story-teller, a comedian, a charmer, and sometimes he hides the truth, even from himself. I have
come to learn that in marriage, we must accept our loved ones for who and what they are.
Perfection is difficult. I’m a recovering perfectionist myself.
It is an understatement to relay that this incident has caused a great deal of pain and
consternation within our household. I ask that you please discuss the policy, procedures, and
professionalism of such matters with your ultrasound techs—particularly with the tech with
which this incident occurred. I also ask that you please remove the ultrasound tech that gave us
our 20-week check-up from any future ultrasounds that we may have.
Every time someone asks me whether we are having a boy or a girl, my face washes and
wells. Forgiveness came. Forgetfulness though is a small snail on our front porch, an acorn hat,
a tendril of vine wrapped around our azeleas that must eventually be tended to. An invasive
species. And I am slower to it than your father.
Thank you for your time and consideration in this matter.
My son. I would not have known you before this but for a dream. I know now that the
knowing is not for you, it is for the family, the friends, who cannot bear the thought of gender
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neutrality. And so, I gave in, confirmed with a call, a colleague said, Well aren’t you relieved to
know? — and I laughed the way that women do,
and then painted your nursery
Hawthorne Blue.
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On holding the diary for the first time
Holding the diary, I think:
you only get one first real kiss.
Mine was in eighth grade,
in the Galleria arcade. Bryan
Sittig, the cutest boy in school,
who I later heard joined the circus.
Holding the diary for the first time—
Smell of attic, ink, pulp.
Broken binding, leather curvature.
And then, there is the opening—
the soft paper give of a life.
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Birth
June 17, 1941, Tuesday —“Set tobacco. Didn’t feel so good.”
June 18, 1941, Wednesday —“Jackie Lee was born this morning at 2:20. I didn’t feel very good
today. Annie came down.”
It’s 8:14 p.m., and I can barely keep
my eyes open.
Sometimes I wonder whether I am made
of my grandmother’s same farm stock—she who set
tobacco the day before she gave birth.
My mother was basting a turkey the day her water broke.
The day before she said she had a tremendous burst of energy.
I came at 12:37 p.m. My father handed out cigars.
My mother’s mother was putting her youngest to bed when the contractions
came. The mother of my mother’s mother was walking home from the convenient market,
She always lamented the bag of lard and cocoa she had to leave by the
road birm.
I ask my husband what he thinks we will be doing
the day before the birth. Probably nothing.
Waiting.
Wanting.
We are soft, he says.
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Wash Day
Wednesdays are wash days,
and Thursdays for ironing.
If you can get one of the girls to join you
the work will go quickly
—or at least quicker—
and you won’t have to think of your growing
belly or the ache in your side or the kettle drum beat
of tiny feet at your ribs. And you won’t have to think about what he’ll
want when he gets home — or at least you’ll have someone
to confide in about the cause.
Wednesdays are dolly tubs,
and Thursdays are for sad irons.
If you can get one of the girls to join you
The work will go quickly
—or at least quicker—
and you can plan casseroles for the week
and how much money is left in the coffee can
in the punch-tin hutch
And you won’t have to think about what he’ll want
when he gets home from the factory lines.
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Couple
after Smith
The men and women who
coupled, causing us, first
light, then friction, then fall, then
something close to indemnity,
in trailers, in hostels, anywhere really,
so different from
the women we would become—
women loving women,
who look like men, met in bars and back
alleys before it was hip, way before
Stonewall, before finding the perfect
thing—what we called
the contraption. Press your
thighs close to adjust the bulk
of the packer a bit to the left or right,
slick back your hair,
wrap elastic round your waist
touch her finger, her neck, clasp
her head. And bellowed, on a
hook, waiting, a white dress.
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Fulcrum
How does love turn? Do you
remember standing at the edge
of the courtyard a week after you wed,
admittedly drunk off too much champagne,
watching him pull her close? An attractive
Iranian in a skin-tight dress. To be sure you
wouldn’t have minded pulling her close,
running a finger across her jasmine clavical.
Can you blame the way her waist fits in her hand?
Can you blame him for the way he looks at the girl
on your honeymoon cruise? An attractive blonde
in a shimmered one piece. To be sure you wouldn’t
have minded catching her heavy blue lined eyes either.
Is this why you didn’t date men for fifteen years?
To be sure, women are no better. Do you remember
the day in the nursery, when you tell him that you despise
him. Over the crib. Over the baby. And something, thankfully,
made you add
right
now.
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NextDoor
Dearest son,
The squirrels flee into the tangle of ivy and become wild letters. I will not have read what grows
and covers up…
Yesterday you were as wild as the squirrels, so we took the air and walked around our tiny
bungalow, what your father calls Crest Oak Manor. We both placed our hands on the big oak tree
just outside. My first. You are my shadow. I love the oak and the squirrels that race up and down
its trunk and the resurrection ferns that nestle at its base and the acorns that sound like small
rockets in fall and even the roots that are making asphalt waves in the driveway. Life finds a
way.
How many of you have experienced an unacceptable level of unprofessionalism among the
tradesmen here in Birmingham?
Cooks Pest control was out yesterday. Oren has a son about your age and we compare notes on
how little sleep we all get and how you all have grown. I wonder if he washes off the day and the
poisons before he holds his son.
You are the first dead, the first to die.
I said to the wasp and the nest that Oren removed from the porch ceiling. I still feel guilty. I saw
the parents working at their home all last week knowing that it would be gone soon. I should
paint the ceiling blue. I hear if you paint the ceiling blue they’ll think its sky. Only humans want
to build their home in the sky.
We’re remodeling and will soon be removing this dishwasher. Works great.
I wish we had a dishwasher. Other than me.
Move, move, we are being expected.
We thought about moving just after you were born. To Leeds. The home had a dishwasher. But
the concrete factory there settles a fine dust on everything, and the company pays for everyone to
get their car cleaned once a week. I couldn’t stop imagining the dust in the ventilation ducts and
the water and the food. Pompeii.
I’m looking for a home for my dad with assisted living.
He’s getting older, but you’ve given him hope. He told me that a year before you were
conceived, he threw my cradle away because he lost all hope.
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There are still three steps remaining. I will squat down, I will observe him, I will see his hair
quiver in the wind, I will open my hand, I will put forward my hand which I will no longer look
at, open celestial
We all build our homes.
Notice to parents of children that may use the playground equipment. I saw Floyd sleeping
inside the sliding board house this morning around 5am. He had some of his things in there
with him.
We all lose our homes.
Haven’t I crossed the seas poured end to end,
Jeni is in Virginia Beach this weekend letting her grandmother’s ashes loose in the aftermath of
the hurricane. She started a blog called jewelry challenge, and each week, she pairs her
grandmother’s jewelry with a different outfit.
We all live on somehow.
Full size mattress. No box spring.
Fleeing
its home to the sidewalk to the dump
Squirrel caught between two leaps
And a few nuts fell on us while we were walking under the tree. We need to trim her branches
this fall, after the sap settles, and before she spreads her branches too much to the neighbors.
At one moment or the other the dancers collapse out of breath and often die in the dance, they’re
here, they’re there, farther away, self-ignored but cruelly visable, lying recumbent
Squirrels. They’ve dug holes in the yard looking for cache for winter. Though, it’s so hot and wet
now, I don’t know whether our weather permits sleep. The environment has changed. Dear God,
And now who to address this complaint to?
Yours truly,
Your tired, middle-aged Mother
T: Italicized
B: = other source = Next Door Content
Regular Text = Original Word
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Calving
I do not know beneath what sky nor on what seas shall be thy fate; I only know it shall be
high. I only know it shall be great. ~Richard Hovey
At the museum mercantile, I buy a necklace from a woman
who sells pendants etched with quotes. Her baskets
make music as patrons run fingers over the jewelry, mix
the glass like dough to rise the best from bottom up.
Some search for the one; I ask her, What is it like to live
in Alaska? She tells me a story how she and her husband lived
in Fairfax — no running water, only an outhouse. How at first they boiled
water for fun, took it outside in containers to time the freeze.
And how once she accidentally dropped a flashlight into the outhouse
hole — and for a day and a half before the battery died, tiny
stalagmites of shit were lit from the bottom up. We laugh together.
She stands to hug me, and the bulge in her belly shortens her summer
dress. I am surprised, work my arm around her,
say if she’s South look me up. Our country is hard too.
Later, a guide flies us over the flats and the glaciers look slick with spots of blue
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like my new necklace. People come to see the glaciers calving like this.
Our pilot says into the static, “Breath through the turbulence. Count
your breaths.” I breathe. Like labor. Breaths through all this turbulence.
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Interview: Jackie Lee Clavell, Son of Goldie Lee Clavell
Q: What do you remember about your mother’s work at the factory?
A: I just remember she went to work at a factory…it was called Rex…and her and Phyllis
[Phyllis was my grandmother’s dear friend. More like a sister.] as I understand it…well, I was
still in grade school…and she and Phyllis used to pick up screws off the floor. It was an old
multi-use building that they built carriages in. This factory that she first worked for overlooked
that cemetery where that little doll house was. It was a multi-frame building. It was right close to
the canal that ran through town. The canal was still working then.
Q: Did you ever go to the factory with your mother? If so, what was it like?
No. I went to the picket line with my dad. They had a barrel with fire. And my mother got upset
that he took me and the next day they had a big riot.
It was a union family. Dad worked for a company who built cabinets…like at your house…it
was called American Kitchens. Anyway…they went on strike and my dad got black listed and he
never worked in a factory after that. Finally a judge that went to church got him a job in the city
or county and he literally dug ditches. He liked to dig. [I laugh] No. It wasn’t funny. He was
depressed. He got an ulcer during that time too. This was back in early 50s. I was born in 41 so I
was 9 or 10 or something like that.
You could jump way ahead to where they built a new factory way in the 60s and they worked at
Ford and built air conditioners. Phyllis was number 1. She was really young when she went to
work. There was a long time when my mother went to work at that first time…her and my Uncle
Clarence…he was a foreman…and he told her to apply and they were hiring people. Clarence
lived up the street. Uncle Mike also lived up the street and worked at McWane horse.
Q: Did you ever meet any of the women that your mother worked with at the factory?
A: I got acquainted with the women that she worked with when I came home to take care of Dad
[My grandfather was sick with Parkinson’s, and my father spent some time traveling from
Atlanta to Connversville to take care of him.]. They were on that bowling team and they used to
have these dinners. The three amigos [Goldie, Flo, and Phyllis]. They always wanted to know
what she brought so they wouldn’t eat it. They would avoid it.
Phyllis’s husband was a foreman at the Ford Plant…Philco Ford.
Q: What was your impression about those women?
A: I wasn’t around them that much. Later…they were…not party girls…they were just fun and
they loved each other. They would help each other. Like Mom and Phyllis. And Pat and Flow.
Later I got to know them. Later I took Flow and Mom down to the Smokies. I would say they
looked out for each other. They worked hard and they had fun and they were close. Mom had a
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lot of close friends. She lost her mother when she was young. She never really had a mother and
a father. She kind of plugged-in other families.
Matter of fact…Marvin commented to me…she basically always had someone living there. She
took care of Tyler and Gary and Uncle Mike. And she made all these blankets. I wish I had saved
one for you [He means baby blankets because we are having a child within the next month.].
Q: Anything else you want to add?
A: Mom also worked elections and she worked at the hospital. I would pick her up and we would
eat at the hospital cafeteria. One friend, Ruth Cortee…she used to take all the crackers she could
cram into her pocket. Her daughter Jackie is the one that Gary almost married. Ruth would take
bus trips all the time. I took her down with Mom to the Smoky Mountains. Flo is the one who
had a car back over her. She worked all the time. She worked at a lot of restaurants.
I started going to union meetings when I went up there. She was a union stewart.
Here’s a story: at the Ford plant, you cashed in some bonds to pay on your house…she bought
bonds every pay check…there was a guy in personnel who was supposed to give her bonds...they
got behind…she asked him several times…and she went to small claims court and he came
down…and said why did you do that? She said I kept asking…you didn’t mess with her.
After her retirement, she worked with some kids on parole…they weren’t just delinquent…they
were scary…She did that for awhile…your grandma was quite a woman. And Pat gave us this
little rock that says In heaven there is another angel.
And Phyllis, the night that mom died…Phyllis came over and read the Bible to her…I didn’t
know what to do…[he starts crying here] Phyllis is like a big sister…like I said I didn’t know
what to do and she showed up….and a couple weeks before she died….they all got together.
Mom also used to like to go play euchre. I got her a little coin purse. I still have that. It is kind of
a little bead bag that she would take to the card games. She took me up there to meet them one
time. This time of the year, I used to always take her out to look at the Christmas decorations.
When I was young, she used to have Dad park on the Main Street on Saturday and she
would….we didn’t have a car until 46… a 46 Chevy…and Dad would get over there early so she
could see everyone… and she would say Eugene…. Look at this one here. [crying again] This
time of year I really get sad when I see the Christmas decorations.
I always used to bitch about Mom going to Cracker Barrel, and now I’d give anything to be able
to take her.
I always think about Phyllis and what Marc said one time. You listen to Phyllis, says Marc, she
won’t say I have to work on Saturday; she’ll say I get to work on Saturday. That’s pretty typical
of all the women up there.
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Postcards From the Burbs
I. Dearest _____,
All we do is walk now.
Today’s treasures:
A feather,
three bean pods,
magic stick with pinecones attached.
Everything is magic
at two-years-old.
We planted the feather
To see if it would grow into a tall tree with wings
and fly
to the moon and back
circle and repose
circle and repose
in our new (to us) suburban yard
not quite as well manicured as the others. We still think
ourselves city folk.
Much love from our new home.
Quarantined in the Bham Burbs,
A, S, and M
II. Dear _____,
It’s literally exactly covering
everything including us now
of course. And we are from the city—
where I suppose it lived,
but didn’t thrive. The body battles —
I taught my son (pause to check on
him…he’s rolled off the bed and isn’t used to this space
either) Leaves of three let it be. He loves the rhyme.
And all of this has me thinking about Poison Ivy, the comic
book character, I mean. And if I imagine each tendril
as a woman watching my husband
use the hose end sprayer, which becomes…what then?
Laughable, sexy, an incident worthy
of report to the neighborhood watch.
—Much love from the Bham burbs.
III. Dear Reader,
My son says stories smell
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like big red tomatoes
He says the rain smells
like mushrooms
Though, I don’t think
he’s ever had one
The weeds are tall giraffes
and the hairs
in my nose are spider’s legs.
IV. Dearest _____,
The suburbs seem so sinister
everyone has an owl
statue or a sun
ra, and I wonder
if the _____’s are part of a club
the décor has eyes
and the driveway two houses down
has a sign that says, Smile you are on camera
I am missing your city trains
and transformers blown green at midnight
V. Dear Irene,
The finches have abandoned
their brood
Brood: A family of young
Also to think deeply about something that makes one unhappy
Google says the most common cause
of abandonment
is simple inexperience
VII. My son asked me What does brown mean?
Green means ready set go
Red is for octagons and stops
Yellow is caution — caution he is so proud of this word
I tell him nothing and everything
It is the color of nature
Earth, soil, leaves
Poop and peanut butter crackers
Eyes. His eyes. My eyes.
Love from the burbs,
_____ and _____
P.s. ____________
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Freeze Frames
I.
In the freezer, a picture of your ex—girlfriend will remain
amazingly intact, even after two years of exposure. She
wearing only a bikini, did not dress for the weather. You
will laugh at her nipples, still hard after all this time, a joke
between you two, and the blueberries, and Ben. And Jerry.
II.
After your grandmother passes, your father asks you to clean
the basement freezer. First, they flush the Morphine. Then,
the body goes out the friend’s entry. In the cellar, you pretend
you are Dorothy among the legumes and dust and canning jars.
You lick your finger and draw a square in the top of a sealed jar.
There are feet tornadoes above and the slamming of doors,
and here the meat must be cooked or thrown out. You notice
now that she kept your coloring books. You open one dated
1976 and note how you colored a big balloon and how your
crayons zig zagged all over the page. You take yourself away
in the little balloon, the coloring book, and the canning jars and
meat water towels dripping—this slow form of water boarding.
III.
At 20 below a body starts to curl into itself. But after two years,
a picture of your ex—girlfriend will not even begin to form ice
crystals or curl at the edges. In the ground, your grandmother
no longer knows the chill of Indiana snow. Your father tells you
a story about how once Gran let the dog out, but not back in. Tired
from factory work and pushing in jigs, and swinging on her stool
she crawled into her quilted bed, the one you have now. Outside
it was snow, and under the quilt was a quiet song. In the morning,
your father found the dog curled around itself, under his window,
solid as a factory jig, keeping his window warm. You think about
this story as you are cleaning out the freezer, soaking the water
dregs with rags and dividing and rationing the meat while the
water drips out the door, rivers the cement, and puddles the drain.
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Shared Custody
When she leaves, I find his bones
buried in corners, under what was handy,
a magazine, a stained blouse.
At home, he doesn’t sleep
in her bed.
I let him have mine.

Here,

Every other weekend
my father and I joke that if she could,
my mother would have us both
put to sleep.
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Slicks
for Nellie Ruth Lucy Warr (1936 – 2013)
Do you remember the time Beecher’s mother
knocked on the door to tell mamma we were selling
nudie magazines? How she looked that woman right
up and down, said, Well! Your boys didn’t have to buy them,
and slammed the door in her face so fast that her peroxide
hair swooshed up both sides—just like a Whoopsie doll.
We hid behind the bales for hours after because we knew
she’d tan our hides from there till Sunday. I bet our stash
is still there by the shed and some kid is flipping
through the weathered slicks of mature bodies—
pictures of the women we would one day become, spread
thin with creases, cornered, gazing off the page.
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